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Deep thoughts (Summary)

RNA is thought to be the first molecule to show
a combination of characteristics essential for life:
catalysis, heredity, evolution

The genetic code may have arisen through a link
between GXC nucleotide triplets and common
amino acids:  valine, alanine, aspartic acid, glycine

Genomes may have evolved to put essential,
highly-expressed genes near the origin and on the
strand that is “leading” during replication

Some organisms are efficient in storing information;
others, not very



RNA as the initial molecule of life

Cech:  1989 Nobel Prize for “ribozymes”
Self-complementarity promotes secondary structure
Secondary structure provides active sites, catalysis
Examples:

Ribosome peptide bond formation
Group I intron self excision

 More evidence for RNA importance:
RNA virus genomes
DNA synthesis primers
mRNA
Gene regulation by RNAi



Johnston et al, Science, 18 May 2001:
Start with “ligase” ribozyme (“ligase”: enzyme that catalyzes the joining

of two molecules)
Make random changes, additions
Provide 21-nt template, and 6-nt primer with
 chemically selectable substrates
Select better synthesizers
Repeat

Can selection produce an RNA that is a good reproducer?

(basic)

(improved)





Improved RNA polymerization.

So was the first life ribocells?

No redox ribozyme (yet)

Why RNA first?  Prevalence of ribose?
Why DNA last?  Stability of deoxyribose?
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Reports
Self-Sustained Replication of an RNA Enzyme
Tracey A. Lincoln and Gerald F. Joyce*

An RNA enzyme that catalyzes the RNA-templated joining of
RNA was converted to a format whereby two enzymes
[ribozymes] catalyze each other's synthesis from a total of four
oligonucleotide substrates. These cross-replicating RNA
enzymes undergo self-sustained exponential amplification in
the absence of proteins or other biological materials.
Amplification occurs with a doubling time of about 1 hour and
can be continued indefinitely. Populations of various cross-
replicating enzymes were constructed and allowed to compete
for a common pool of substrates, during which recombinant
replicators arose and grew to dominate the population. These
replicating RNA enzymes can serve as an experimental model of
a genetic system. Many such model systems could be
constructed, allowing different selective outcomes to be related
to the underlying properties of the genetic system.
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PERSPECTIVE

The Evolution of Ribozyme Chemistry

Timothy J. Wilson, David M.J. Lilley

A ribozyme that has recruited a small-molecule
cofactor:
A pocket at the center of the GlmS ribozyme
specifically binds a molecule of glucosamine-6-
phosphate close to the scissile phosphate; the
glucosamine-6-phosphate plays a key role in
GlmS acid-base catalysis. Similar recruitment of
amino acids as cofactors might have been the
first step from an RNA world to the present
protein-based life.



Summary

RNA molecules are self complementary and may be
templates for their own synthesis.

RNA molecules can form enzymes (“ribozymes”) that
show polymerase and ligase activities.

Ribozymes are known that show hydrolysis/condensation
activity but not (yet) redox activity, but…

Ribozymes may complex with other molecules (sugars,
amino acids) to acquire new activities.  (Think ribosomes)



Evolution of the genetic code

(From:  “Three phases in the evolution of the standard genetic code: how
translation could get started”
Peter T. S. van der Gulik, aps.arXiv.org/abs/0711.0700)

“Explaining how the genetic code evolved and why the codon
assignment took its present form is, “arguably, the central and
the hardest problem in the study of the origin of life, and one of
the hardest in all evolutionary biology”

Hypothesis:
1).  The first codons were GNC; the first amino acids were valine
alanine, aspartate, glycine (hydrophobic, polar, charged, turnable)
• most common amino acids in Miller-Urey experiments
• most common amino acids in Murchison meteorites





2).  4 original codons/anticodons started coding for groups of amino
acids:

• GUC -- valine/isoleucine/leucine (hydrophobic)
• GCC -- alanine/threonine/proline/serine (neutral polar)
• GAC -- aspartate/glutamate (charged)
• GGC --  glycine (flexible)

3).  RNAs with the anticodons developed new abilities…
• to bind the corresponding amino acids
• to make the binding covalent
• to drop ambiguity by evolving anticodons for the different amino 

acids

4).  Through cycles of mutation (of the anticodons and the 3D 
structures) and selection, these RNAs developed binding to new 
amino acids.



What is the essential next step in the process?
(a)  Completing the process of finding all 20 amino acids
(b)  Incorporating ATP in the reaction
(c)  Forming peptide bonds
(d)  Producing deoxyribose
(e)  Getting the amino acids to catalyze nucleotide synthesis



Evolution of genomes

Consider the E. coli chromosome
Circle:  4400 genes
Replication from origin to terminus

Most highly-expressed genes are near the origin
Why?  More copies (up to 2X) than genes near the terminus

2X copies

1X copies

Origin

Terminus



The yellow and pink bars are ORFs--open reading frames--potential genes.
The yellow represents one strand of DNA; the pink, the complementary strand.
Why is there more yellow at the left and more pink at the right?



Most well-expressed genes transcribed in direction of replication
Why?  Related to leading vs lagging replication?

Origin

Terminus

template intact

template not intact



How efficient are genomes at information storage?  
How much junk DNA?

Viruses, bacteria:  very
efficient

Eukaryotes:  not very

Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 5--two different short segments



Summary

RNA is thought to be the first molecule to show
a combination of characteristics essential for life:
catalysis, heredity, evolution

The genetic code may have arisen through a link
between GXC nucleotide triplets and common
amino acids:  valine, alanine, aspartic acid, glycine

Genomes may have evolved to put essential,
highly-expressed genes near the origin and on the
strand that is “leading” during replication

Some organisms are efficient in storing information;
others, not very


